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Contest Supervisors Report 

General 

The contest began with warm weather and light cloud cover and the venue was picture perfect, 

however as the cloud dispersed the day became very warm. Throughout the day the public made 

great use of the shade provided by the large trees surrounding the performance arena as did the 

bands in the fine tuning arena.  

The distance from the fine tuning area to the performance circle was well situated to enable the 

bands a short march to the start line but with no excessive time in the sun. The circle was well 

located in front of the judge’s tent providing excellent conditions for the judges and for the bands 

once their performance was finished to simply march off to their left and straight back under the 

shade of the trees. 

Band Contest Draw 

The Ballarat Contest Draw was not amended despite a couple of withdrawals from Juvenile and 

Grade 1 and it was decided to just let these gaps remain which provided a longer break for the 

judges and did not adversely affect the other bands.  

One band had specifically requested they be able to perform after 4pm and the contest draw was 

designed to accommodate this. However by doing so this unfortunately meant this band had to 

immediately form up for massed bands, once their competition performance was completed. I do 

not believe the band was unduly disadvantaged by this nor was their exposure to the sun any more 

than the other bands. In fact some bands had already formed up for massed bands before this band 

‘fell in’ so were exposed to the heat for a longer period. The temperature while warm remained 

under that where the associations ‘Heat Policy’ would be activated and the massed bands were I 

believe formed up for less time than those who attended the Bendigo Highland Gathering. 

Aggregate Contest 

The contest was most enjoyable as it generally is in Ballarat with a lovely venue, good public 

attendance and the marshals who once again did a great job ensuring the bands were on time. There 

was no official march off competition element at Ballarat, however some bands did choose to play 

off. One band has complained they were ushered directly into the massed bands following their final 

competition element and were not allowed a break. It has been normal practice at Victorian 

competitions for the last band competing on the day to join the massed bands on completion of 

their medley and this was the case at Ballarat. This band had enough time to rehydrate during the 

break between their competition elements. 

Finale and Massed Band 

The finale and massed bands was preceded by the first official performance of the Victorian Youth 

Pipe Band before their peers, this performance was minimal and did not delay the massed band or 

presentations unduly. The presentations were completed as quickly as possible and as there was no 

winner’s playoff the musicians were not kept standing in the sun any longer than was required. A 

band has criticized the location of the massed bands in the open when there are trees and shaded 

areas surrounding the location, however the massed bands must be undertaken in an area large 



enough and in a location as designated by the Ballarat City Council. Unfortunately the results were 

delayed as one of the usual scorers was absent and her replacement hadn’t undertaken the scoring 

for a lengthy period and was perhaps not as fast as the other scorer although I do not recall the 

bands having to wait that long. 
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Results 

Grade 1 

1st  Moorabbin 

Grade 2 

1st  City of Whitehorse 

2nd Hawthorn City 

Grade 3 

1st Scotch College Melbourne 

2nd Victoria Scottish 

3rd City of Melbourne No. 1 

 



Grade 4 

1st Haileybury College 

2nd Golden City 

3rd Warnambool 


